SteppingStone began 2020 with strong operations, expert staff and years of experience serving frail elders and adults with disabilities. The agency would need all its strength as the COVID-19 pandemic arrived in San Francisco, forcing the closure of our Centers and clients to shelter in their homes. Within days of the shelter-in-place order, SteppingStone met the challenge to continue delivering critical healthcare services to our participants by opening a call center with staff scrambling to develop a unique model of care. At the time, SteppingStone’s services were not funded because reimbursement from Medi-Cal depended on attendance at our centers. Operating on reserves and emergency funding from generous private donors and foundations, our team of skilled clinicians forged ahead creating the Centers Without Walls model - providing wellness calls, COVID-19 screening, care coordination, referrals and vigorous patient advocacy. Immediately, we were making deliveries of food, medicines, masks and other essential supplies to clients.

SteppingStone joined other adult day health care centers and the California Association of Adult Day Services to formalize the Center Without Walls model. The new care model was ultimately approved by the state as COVID-19 Temporary Alternative Services and funding resumed from Medi-Cal approved managed care insurance. In mid-May, Governor Newsom proposed to eliminate funding for adult day health care in California due to budget shortfalls caused by the pandemic. SteppingStone coordinated a response with our health care colleagues and local government representatives to ensure that these cuts were defeated and funding for ADHC remained in the state budget.

As we met these seemingly insurmountable challenges, we’ve been able to build upon the telehealth model of Temporary Alternative Services. We have expanded participant engagement with enhanced doorstep visits to include personal assessments and physical therapies, as well as delivering food, medicines and supplies. We are offering garden exercise activities at our centers’ outdoor gardens where participants can safely physical distance. We have begun virtual programming via ZOOM and Skype to provide physical therapy, exercise classes, support and socialization groups, and one-to-one assessment and healthcare. Our goal with these activities is to help our participants maintain their health so they can continue to live at home and stay engaged in their communities.

It has been a difficult year for the frail elders and adults with disabilities we serve. Our clients are threatened by the coronavirus, their care programs have been disrupted, and they are isolated in their homes. As the months pass this isolation can lead to profound loneliness and depression, dangerous illnesses for seniors. To address this, SteppingStone is seizing every opportunity to create personal contacts and working to help clients connect to online support through our virtual programming.

These are tumultuous times for SteppingStone, San Francisco, and the country. I am proud of SteppingStone’s extraordinary staff who persist in providing exceptional care for our clients, not missing a single day, even as a pandemic raged and everyone was at risk. I am proud the agency was able to lend its expertise and to the creation of this new model of care and the fight to keep it funded. I am grateful to our supporters, whose help over the years prepared us for this crisis and when it struck offered additional support.

To our clients and their loved ones, I want you to know that we expect to reopen our Centers at some point next year. Until then, we will do everything we can to help all our program participants maintain their health. I eagerly await the day I can welcome you all back to our Centers.
Elaine Dong, Physical Therapist (PT) at Golden Gate Center evaluating a client during a doorstep visit for a new cane. PTs help clients use equipment, recommend changes and can get some items paid for by the participant’s insurance.

Linda Lam, RN, the nurse for Mission Creek Center. SteppingStone nurses monitor the health of each Center’s participants, overseeing care and advocating for clients with other health providers.

Mabini Center participant Jindie Lin, protesting proposed budget cuts. Her sign reads in English: Save Adult Day Health Care.

Food bags being assembled by Golden Gate Center Program Aides Mei Hua Xie and Feng Chan Jian. Each bag is personalized, based on the needs of the participant with food assembled under the direction of a nurse.

Deirdre O’Bryan, Physical Therapist at Mission Creek Center teaching a class via ZOOM. It is essential that SteppingStone clients continue therapy even while isolating in their homes. To assist them all SteppingStone Centers are offering classes via ZOOM every week.

Jamie Lew, Presentation Center’s Occupational Therapist leads courtyard therapy class that is simultaneously being made available on ZOOM.

Jamie Lew, Occupational Therapist with Presentation Center, working with a participant during a doorstep visit.
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Sara Choi, Social Worker for Golden Gate Center reviewing clients’ letters. SteppingStone social workers tirelessly advocate for clients making sure their needs are met. Some participants seek their help understanding mail and other important communications.

Roy Yang, Activities Coordinator, and Feng Chan Jian, Program Aide, delivering food and other supplies to participants at the Golden Gate Center. All Centers are making deliveries to clients that request it once a week.

Karen Ande, Physical Therapist at Presentation Center, providing Theraband instruction during a doorstep visit. Doorstep visits happen outside a client’s home to maintain safe social distancing, but allow evaluation and instruction by clinicians.

Mei Chen, Mabini Center Activity Coordinator delivering supplies to client.

Presentation Center ZOOM exercise class led by Janet Gee. Janet, in the lower left corner, taught Body Dynamics at the Centers, a very popular exercise class.
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